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INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM 
When Bill Gates was in high school, administrators asked him to build class-scheduling software for the 
school. Gates would later reflect on the challenge: “The number of constraints was unbelievable... I was 
worried we would go back to the school and say a student won’t be able to take physics because I can’t 
figure out how to offer the class at a time so that the student can get into a physics class and graduate on 
time, and I thought about it for a few weeks and I said… that's a really hard problem.” 
- Inside Bill’s Brain: Decoding Bill Gates, Netflix

It’s not just Gates who felt intimidated by this tall task—countless universities still struggle to optimize their 
scheduling process. 

In higher-ed, course-scheduling remains at the cornerstone of nearly every institutional initiative. 
An effective course schedule can have an incredible impact on student success, student retention, faculty 
satisfaction, and administrative and financial efficiency. 1 Yet, the opposite is also true; inefficient 
schedules prevent students from graduating on time, frustrate instructors, stymie administrators, and cost 
colleges and universities millions.2

While the current state of class-scheduling may seem fraught with so many issues so as to not be 
realistically addressed, let alone in the fallout of the COVID-19 Pandemic, we’ve found, through research 
and our work with over 70 Higher Ed institutions, that best practices have emerged. Our intention with this 
playbook is to provide administrators hoping to make change on their campuses with a hands-on guide to 
doing so.

As campus goes through accelerated change during COVID, with more online modality courses, more 
thought toward aligning programs with workforce needs, it may seem that there has been little discussion 
around scheduling practices, outside of whether to offer courses in-person or online. After all, while 
schools tout students’ success as an absolute, institutional priority, few prioritize their needs while 
scheduling. The American Association of College Registrar and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) conducted 
a survey of over 700 schools in which it found that among the factors considered when scheduling courses 
“driven by data collected from students...” 

FIRST, GET EXECUTIVE BUY-IN ON CHANGE AND
FORM A SCHEDULING TASK FORCE

1Jack Keil and Peter Partell. The Effect of Class Size on Student Performance and Retention at Binghamton University. 1998, The Effect of Class Size on Student Performance and 
Retention at Binghamton University.
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/453b/014bc6b779e3a928dab28bc6958594e7a3b8.pdf
2Hanover Research. Best Practices in Course Scheduling. 2018, Best Practices in Course Scheduling, www.cmich.edu/colleges/se/Documents/Hanover%20Re-
search%20-%20Best%20Practices%20in%20Course%20Scheduling.pdf, 8. 
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ranked as least-influential! 3 A separate study conducted by Hanover Research confirmed that 
administrators rarely optimize their schedules for student success. Another study from an annual 
Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Survey suggests that 50% of students are dissatisfied with their ability to 
get into the courses they need, when they’re available to take them, at registration. 

But why does student-friendly scheduling matter, right now, in the middle of a pandemic and for the future 
of your institution? Why do we have to convince an executive to buy into change? And how can we convince 
a VPAA, Provost or other executive that it’s time to make a change?

At Coursedog, we have worked with dozens of institutions as they administer transformational change 
around the scheduling process; our partners have netted over $10m. Surprisingly, however, the most 
significant factor that we see that helps an institution succeed in this capacity has nothing to do with 
software. It is to have a university executive fully bought into change from the getgo and to have them form 
a task force. 

The taskforce should serve as catalysts for the academic departments. Recommended changes made by 
the taskforce should be documented and communicated to each academic department. Ideally, the 
taskforce should have folks from the Provost’s Office, the Registrar’s Office, Information Technology and 
the Academic Departments and meet once or so per month. Otherwise, everytime you want to change a 
timeblock, or if you want to distribute the schedule across the day, faculty pushback will win over what is 
best for the student. 

How do you actually get executive buy-in to galvanize change and form a taskforce? The problem with 
asking an executive to change their scheduling process is that they often perceive the graph below in their 

3AACRAO. “Class Scheduling (Aka Timetabling) Practices and Technology.” AACRAO, 2016, 
www.aacrao.org/research-publications/research/registration-records-reports/class-scheduling-(aka-timetabling)-practices-and-technology---sept-60-second-survey-2016. 

head; “Scheduling for Student Success” can seem ambiguous, which makes them less amenable
to change.

Source: American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers10
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The goal of any conversation with an executive is to get the graph in their head to look more like this: 

head; “Scheduling for Student Success” can seem ambiguous, which makes them less amenable
to change.
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So how do we convince executives and faculty alike that 1) we are in the bottom left quadrant (building 
faculty-friendly rather than student-friendly schedules) and 2) that scheduling for student success is the 
way to go? 

• As Hanover Research notes, “scheduling cannot be a ‘one-and-done.’ Each 
term is different and requires a different approach that should be based on 
student demand, not on what was offered in the past.”4 The convention of 
“rolling like-term” ignores the variable nature of student demography; student 
demand and academic needs do not remain constant over time, so why should 
course offerings? By taking a better approach to your schedule building process, 
you can save hundreds of hours and improve degree velocity. 

Bring Data to the Table Illustrating Room for Improvement & Impact.

Here at Coursedog, we can actually produce ROI data on scheduling change for you free 
of cost. Just send us a CSV or section file from your SIS, and we’ll send you back results in a 
few days. 

Almost all executives are going to want to see data that tells them there is a problem. Here are 
some of the ways you can show that you are not building student-friendly schedules today. 
Below are some of the reports you’ll want to gather, the impact of them and the benchmark for 
what you should be targeting. 

Do you have an off-grid waste  (the percentage of capacity wasted by scheduling using 
non-standard meeting patterns) of <5%?  If not, you’re likely impacting student success and 
space utilization significantly. 

Is your overfilled ratio of courses (defined by an enrollment ratio of 93-95%+) >10%? 

Is the average fill rate of your courses significantly higher or lower than 85%? 

What is the percentage of hours in a standard week that a typical classroom uses? If less than 
50%, you’ve likely not being an effective steward of your space. 

Deliver Qualitative Insights Illustrating Room for Improvement & Impact. 

Qualitative analysis can provide color to certain circumstances that quantitative data cannot. 
Ask yourself and your team these questions to guide the conversation:

 •  Do you rollover like-term?

 4Hanover, 8. 
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 5Hanover, 8.
 6Ibid, 4.  

• As discussed above, student demography is not stagnant; it changes 
year-to-year, and even semester-to-semester. Consequently, scheduling and 
course offerings need to change accordingly. Overenrolled or underutilized 
classes may be a symptom of this practice. Using data can result in a better 
match of student demand to class offerings, improving degree velocity and 
improving section margin. 

• Gauging how much time is spent on menial tasks like manual data entry and 
clean-up can provide insight into your staff’s capacity to spend time on more 
strategic, substantive initiatives. You could potentially save hundreds of hours 
and consolidate a very stressful process by improving processes and 
considering a scheduling software.

 •  To that end–how do you use data to make scheduling and course-offering decisions?

 •  How much of your time is spent on manual data entry vs. on the other tasks for which 
    you or your staff are responsible?

• Think about the advances technology has made in the last ten years, or even 
five years. Smartphones are now commonplace and nifty apps enable us to 
streamline even the most complicated of tasks in our lives. If you’re scheduling 
the same way the university did 5-10 years ago, you’re likely falling behind and 
placing unnecessary burden on yourself or your staff.

• Many schools continue to make use of paper forms and hardcopies to 
accomplish tasks and workflows related to the scheduling process. From 
stickies used to represent scheduling time blocks on the walls of the registrar’s 
office, to paper forms making after-the-fact change requests slipped gently 
under the doors of the relevant approval personnel, we’ve seen it all. Doing so 
puts the institution at greater risk of human error, often results in the 
unnecessary duplication of a process, and ties the hands of those involved. 
How much time & money are you wasting on manual process due to a lack of 
firm policies? 

 •  Do you feel like your scheduling process improves year over year? 

 •  Do you use paper forms? 

• As such, administrators struggle to assess student demography meaningfully 
in the construction of schedules. Consequently, “a disconnect between 
students’ course needs and actual offerings” ensues.6 The more-than-one-third 
of entry-level courses at 4-year, public universities that are over-enrolled 

 •  Are you planning less than one academic term in advance (just-in-time scheduling).5

illustrates this point. By planning more in advance, you can forecast better and 
build better schedules for students.
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of entry-level courses at 4-year, public universities that are over-enrolled 

illustrates this point. By planning more in advance, you can forecast better and 
build better schedules for students.

7

 7Ibid.  

• “Most colleges and universities report that they are ‘out of space’ across their 
campus. Yet, on average, classrooms are in use for less than half of the weekly 
instructional hours (46%), and, when in use, are only 62% full.7 It’s clear, then, 
that while making effective use of campus facilities is challenging, higher-ed 
remains relatively perplexed. By improving policies, you can prevent millions of 
dollars worth of superfluous construction. 

• Many campuses claim to have scheduling policies, such as standard meeting 
patterns, but then make an infinite amount of exceptions for schedulers. Not 
only do these one-off exceptions lead to hundreds of wasted administrator 
hours, they also create a culture that holds student success back. Check out this 
webinar with the Vice Provost of Northern Arizona University about how they 
enacted clear and refined scheduling policies to increase degree velocity (and 
how Coursedog helps).

 •  Are you feeling out of space but not actually out of space?

 •  Do you have real scheduling policies that are enforced? 

Figure 1.2: Advance Scheduling Time for Most Classes

A full academic year in advance

Less than one academic term
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More than one academic term
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Source: American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers15
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SELECTING SCHEDULING SOFTWARE
An End-to-End Solution

Many vendors in the space will tell you that their software can be used to solve all scheduling 
problems. Generally, there are three kinds of scheduling tools: 

Ask the vendor, on a scale of 1-10, how well can you handle each of these? Do you have to 
partner with other companies to support any of these needs? 

The reason that this is important is twofold: 1) You don’t want to go to an executive and ask 
to make an investment in scheduling software, and then find out you may need to buy 2-3 
other products to support your needs. 2) As any good administrator knows, integration is 
everything. For example, in systems that only can optimize rooms well, without a section 
scheduling solution, you are likely to encounter the challenge of every instructor requesting 
prime time slots, meaning that you will have to go back and manually tell schedulers to adjust 
their times on CSVs and via email and phone. The optimizer won’t ever actually optimize. Bad 
data in, bad data out.

Lastly, make sure to consider how your system will integrate with your curriculum proposal 
process and SIS. Ideally, you’ll want to find a partner, either now or down the line, that can 
solve all of your curriculum needs, so you can have a single source of truth. See how 
Coursedog is the only vendor that handles everything under the sun of curriculum, from 
proposal to schedule and syllabi.

Flexible Data Model 

Adopting an end-to-end scheduling solution will only be impactful insofar as it’s able to 
meaningfully support your unique business processes. If customization of the tool is difficult 
for end users to administer without the support of the vendor’s development team, its ability 
to make the lives of administrators and schedulers easier will be naturally limited, and 
potentially even nonexistent in the case that it creates new obstacles.

Section Scheduling: These help to enforce scheduling policies, eliminate data 
entry errors and provide a tool to help department schedulers build the schedule 
more efficiently. 
Room Optimization & Event Scheduling: These help to optimize physical space, 
book event space and provide a single source of truth for room information.
Scheduling Analytics: These help with projecting course demand, providing 
insights on space utilization and making forward-looking recommendations.

• 

• 

• 
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For one, the ability to easily customize the information that’s collected on sections, 
instructors, and rooms and to integrate these data with your SIS is an integral function of a 
scheduling tool. Doing so will put you in a better position to replicate and automate your 
existing workflows, as there will be few if any cases that dynamic workflow logic would fail to 
accommodate. It also means you can craft policies and scheduling rules that are truly unique 
and useful to your campus. 

Moreover, many room scheduling tools prescribe a set of criteria for their optimization 
algorithms to all of their customers, which inherently limits the utility and optimality of their 
optimizations. Consider a vendor that allows each user to define what an optimal allocation of 
space means on their campus.

Powerful Relationships Engine

Most scheduling tools provide for the ability to read and write cross-listed section 
relationships to the SIS, and to respect them in the scheduling process. However, fewer 
provide a truly expansive and relevant set of section relationships. In making the decision to 
purchase a scheduling solution, producing more efficient and student-centric course offerings 
are likely among your priorities. Consider how automating enforcement of tacit course 
relationships like cohorts, co-requisites, and even common pathway courses would both 
decrease the time it takes to build the course schedule and more logically align individual 
course offerings with student need. Please get in touch to learn more about Coursedog’s 
section relationships. 

Product development

Like many initiatives in higher-ed, advances in technology can be lethargic and difficult 
to implement. Though it may be the norm today, stagnant innovation shouldn’t be taken 
for granted. 

It’s imperative that you find a vendor that’s making waves in innovation and design, and is 
committed to changing with and for the market it serves. Consistently. As a customer, you’ll 
remain at the forefront of the latest updates and industry initiatives. For example, during 
COVID, Coursedog launched almost 50 new features to help it’s customers with the impact 
of the pandemic. Ask vendors, how many new features did you release in 2020? 
We recommend you ask vendors for their recent release notes in order to get a sense of their 
pace of innovation & development.
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